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Contemporary Pakistani-English writing for a foreign market faces its own particular problems when it comes to representing Pakistan and its people, as the author Kamila Shamsie has observed​[1]​. Today’s creators of "the new Pakistani fiction" come from an Islamic Republic of strategic interest to Western countries engaged in the "war on terror"​[2]​. Due to its proximity to Afghanistan and the porous nature of its borders, Pakistan has become a site of extreme concern, with "political commentators in the United States together with a cabal of mimics ... regularly suggest[ing] that an Islamist revolution is incubating in a country that is seriously threatened by 'jihadi terrorists.'"​[3]​
A number of media commentators, writers and critics, from The Guardian’s Islamabad correspondent Saeed Shah to the editor Muneeza Shamsie, have observed that Pakistani authors today must contend with first world readers’ desire for political writing that offers "an explanation of the country’s turmoil,"​[4]​ even as they are themselves "strongly affected" ​[5]​ by the politicisation of religion both in their own country and its Muslim neighbour states, and by the Western Crusades rhetoric that has accompanied its reportage. In representing their (Muslim) homeland in English and therefore to an international audience, such writers – whether actively or passively – must in some way negotiate what Kamila Shamsie has dubbed "the landmines that exist around the particular stories from Pakistan that most interest the world ('bombs and mullahs are more interesting than not-bombs and not-mullahs')."​[6]​ 
The literary ‘landmines’ to which Shamsie refers, in my understanding, are the highly emotive and politicised topics, from suicide bombings to blasphemous cartoons, concepts of ‘honour’ and Sharia law, which have come to be associated with Muslims and Pakistan in particular. Because of the polarisation of discourse surrounding such issues, it seems writers voicing an opinion are forced to take sides, either expressing "outrage"​[7]​ or seeming to condone controversial practices and acts perceived as problematic in the west, their responses perhaps working to reproduce the ideological assumptions they would deconstruct.​[8]​ It is important to note here that the ways in which authors choose to deal with these political ‘problems’ in their international fiction in English affect not only the ways in which their novels are received and interpreted by Anglo-American readers, but also ‘at home’ in Pakistan, where Hanif , for example, struggled (and failed) to find a publisher.  
When it comes to ‘covering Islam’, and in this case the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, it seems that the automatic and ‘facetious connection’ Edward Said decried between, "Arabs [but for our purpose, Pakistanis], Muslims and terrorism" remains – at least in western imaginations – very much intact.​[9]​ Where transnational Pakistani Muslim authors like Kamila Shamsie, Mohsin Hamid and Mohammed Hanif are concerned, writing post-9/11, they are, problematically, perceived as ‘others’ and looked to as native informants. As Hamid  has wryly observed, "People often ask me if I am the book’s Pakistani protagonist. I wonder why they never ask if I am his American listener. After all, a novel can often be a divided man’s conversation with himself."​[10]​ 
Whatever their attempts to expand stereotypes or confound simplistic assumptions, these authors are also to some extent guilty of indulging neo-oriental fantasies about "evil" Arabs or "bad"​[11]​ Muslims and the benighted civilizations they hail from, thereby providing anglophone readers worldwide with a violent, saleable, Islamic variant on the theme of the "postcolonial exotic."​[12]​ Summarising such writers’ general position in her recent study,  Sarah Brouillette notes: "the postcolonial (soon to be recategorised as ‘global’) author has emerged as a profoundly complicit and compromised figure whose authority rests, however uncomfortably, in the nature of his connection to the specificity of a given political location’. ​[13]​ 
Considering Hamid and Hanif’s most recent novels as works of an emerging ‘world literature’ which is Pakistani in location and inflection, but is received in cultures largely Anglo-American in identity, this paper asks how Hamid and Hanif playfully and provocatively negotiate the political "landmines" identified by Kamila Shamsie as they attempt to open new "windows" onto this particular part of the world.​[14]​  
Contemplating landmines – Hamid, Hanif, and the approach to representation 
There are some obvious biographical similarities between the writers under consideration here. Both Hamid and Hanif were born and raised in Pakistan and came of age under General Zia; both have lived ‘abroad’, whether in London or New York, worked as journalists, and produced English-language fictions featuring Pakistani Muslim protagonists which in 2007 and 2008 reached the Man Booker Prize longlist; and both, despite their recent relocation ‘home’, may perhaps better be described as residing ‘between’ Lahore, Karachi, and other places. Yet their understandings of their role as writers and their approach to representing their homeland and its peoples in The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2007) and A Case of Exploding Mangoes (2008) appear quite distinct. 
The Princeton and Lahore-educated Hamid, a self-declared ‘secular Muslim’, appears in articles and critical interviews acutely aware of the ways in which Pakistan is popularly portrayed and perceived, for example "as villain in the horror sub-industry within the news business ... a place where car bombs go off in crowded markets, beheadings get recorded in grainy video, and nuclear weapons are assembled in frightening proximity to violent extremists."​[15]​ Attuned to the curious and fearful attitudes of western readers toward the extremist stereotypes which have come to be associated with his homeland, and conscious of the potential to exploit these in his fiction, Hamid indicates in his writing a (political) commitment to "reintroduc[ing] complexity into a world that, for reasons of space and economy, is desperately trying to minimize it."​[16]​ His artful, erudite second novel, The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2007), with its twenty-first century setting, bold title and enigmatic ‘fundamentalist’ protagonist, clearly reflects this desire to intervene in popular contemporary discourses surrounding Muslims and Pakistan, playing with their familiar types and tropes in order to make complex conversation about its society and its subjects.  
By contrast, the self-professedly less "learned" Hanif,​[17]​ a graduate of the Pakistan Air Force Academy under Zia prior to becoming a journalist, has in conversation dismissed the suggestion that he might have felt the need to respond to his agent’s or a perceived public pressure for a post-9/11 fiction that engages with the ‘landmines’ identified by Kamila Shamsie when writing his 2008 novel, A Case of Exploding Mangoes. ​[18]​ Rather, he has given the impression that his primary concern was not to make a political comment by representing (or to evade representing) subtler models of Pakistani Muslim ‘Others’ for an international audience, but to satirise for his own sake and that of his Pakistani contemporaries the experience of living though a particular period in the country’s troubled history, one which had a strong personal impact on its author. 
Yet, having worked in the British media, including for the BBC, and lived for over a decade in London prior to returning to Pakistan, he is not of course unconscious of a shift in attitudes toward European Muslims and Pakistanis over the course of the last decade (indeed he recalls, for example, in ‘Karachi Calling’, a time when "men with beards were just hairy freaks, not a threat to the existence of western civilisation").​[19]​ Nor is he unaware of how his explosive-sounding historical fiction, replete with more recent political parallels (for example, the military-led government of Musharraf) and contemporary resonances, might be interpreted by Pakistani readers, or Anglo-American audiences seeking an "authentic", post-9/11 commentary on fundamentalist Islam, Pakistan’s government, and their relationship to "the west". ​[20]​ Whatever his protestations as to the personal and local nature of its contents,  Hanif’s satirical novel about the mysterious events surrounding the death of Zia, the iconic "face" of Islamisation, ​[21]​ set two decades in the past and poking fun at ghosts, is by virtue of its tone, subject, the identity of its author, international availability and post-9/11 publication date, (globally) subversive and political.
‘Bombs and mullahs’ – indulging interest, staging turmoil 
While Hanif may seem to distance himself from the postcolonial or, today," international" writer’s role of acting as "gatekeeper ... to any presumed authentic access" to a Pakistani, Muslim "cultural other", ​[22]​ and Hamid actively to embrace it, both toy in their fiction with a number of representational ‘landmines’ with which Kamila Shamsie suggests all writers must deal, but some authors might choose to sidestep.​[23]​ These include ‘fundamentalist’ characters, Islamic dictators, acts of patriarchal oppression and political censorship, bomb threats, bomb plots, and rising Islamophobia.
As I have already  noted, taken at face value, their novels’ titles  seem to have been chosen bearing in mind the interests of (western) readers curious to learn about "a nuclear-armed country ... under grave threat from Islamic extremists,"​[24]​ or perhaps,  to indulge retrogressive, Orientalist  fantasies of Eastern fanatics and autocrats. Hanif’s A Case of Exploding Mangoes —  with its  promise of detective intrigue, gastronomic extravagance, some amusing act of terror —  is perhaps more conventionally and "postcolonially" exotic. ​[25]​ Hamid’s novel, on the other hand, if judged by its title, seems calculated to capitalize commercially or intellectually on a particular literary moment, when the demand for confessional memoirs written from a Pakistani and Muslim perspective was high: The Reluctant Fundamentalist’s  publication date (Spring 2007) coincides with that of the former Hizb ut-Tahrir and Jamat-e-Islami activist Ed Husain’s autobiographical account, The Islamist: Why I Joined Radical Islam in Britain, What I Saw and Why I Left. 
A superficial reading of the contents of Hamid and Hanif’s novels might lead one to conclusions consistent with these suppositions. Hamid’s ‘fundamentalist’ protagonist takes the form of the astute, urbane young Pakistani, Changez, a former corporate executive and "lover of America."​[26]​ We encounter him in his ‘native’ guise as a lustrously bearded lecturer in a Lahori cafe, supported by the shadowy figure of a surly-seeming waiter, surrounded by retail outlets run by "brothers" boasting "guns and ammunition" amongst other wares, and intent on telling the silent American, his potential assassin and seeming guest, the tale of his disenchantment, or "how [he] left" the west. ​[27]​ In the course of the narrative Changez presents the listener with his "inhumane" response to the "tragedy" of 9/11, his agitation at the US media’s "partisan" coverage of the bombing of Afghanistan, the threat posed to his homeland by the nuclear stand-off with India, and his violent retaliation when faced with "mad" American Islamophobia.​[28]​ Many of the responses and emotions he showcases, distasteful at least to western listeners, resemble those experienced by Husain’s "arrogant sleeper Islamist" self in his confessional real-life memoir.​[29]​
In Hanif’s A Case of Exploding Mangoes, it is General Zia ul Haq — here portrayed as a superstitious and paranoid Islamic military dictator pally with President Reagan —  who forms the central preoccupation of the novel’s young and anarchic narrator (and Zia’s would-be assassin), Under Officer Ali Shigri.​[30]​ In covering with a comic twist the incidents and coincidences that may have lead to the General’s death, Hanif offers various insights into the operations of this otherwise laughable moustached bogeyman’s increasingly draconian regime, with the legacies of which Pakistani leaders continue to grapple in the twenty-first century. For example, he dramatises as ignorant and misogynistic Zia’s punishment of women under the notorious Hudood ordinances through the ‘disappearance’ and detention of Blind Zainab, a saintly rape victim accused of ‘unlawful fornication’ and condemned to death by stoning – an act centuries old which, as she dares to observe, has not proved particularly effective in the case of the Devil. ​[31]​ He also characterises as proud and muddle-headed Zia’s backing of the  anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan with the support of Texan oil barons eager to "rid the world of evil", and offers a wicked window onto this hypocritical Islamic "soldier’s"  painstaking supervision of his propaganda machine. ​[32]​ 
"Not-bombs and not mullahs" 
In negotiating the particular stories from Pakistan that may most interest the world, it seems that neither author wishes to "tiptoe away" from "landmines".​[33]​ Both Hanif’s satirical exposure of the failings of an uncouth, unhinged Islamic tyrant’s corrupt patriarchal regime and Hamid’s more sophisticated ‘explanation’ of an intelligent, ambitious but embittered mimic man’s apparent route to radicalisation, include characters whose features resemble those popularly associated with stereotypes of mad, bad and dangerous Muslims. Yet while Hanif, in dealing with ‘landmine’ issues such as Zia’s policy of Islamisation, seems to revel in causing political explosions, penning from London an "up-yours to the regime[s] he left behind" and pointing to the cynicism and hypocrisy of those western governments who bolstered them in the process, Hamid seeks carefully to manage the fallout that ensues. ​[34]​ In a series of scenes, he offers selected insights into the experiences that lead to the narrator-protagonist’s turn, but because of the partiality of his singular perspective, providing no verifiable vision of the ‘fundamentalist’ that results.
The cultural critic Sara Wajid finds A Case of Exploding Mangoes refreshing because, to her mind, it "places Pakistan, rather than its relationship with the west, confidently at the centre of the action", and steers clear of what she terms "postcolonial literary flourishes". ​[35]​ Told from the point of view of Shigri — a cadet at the Pakistani Air Force Academy and the son of a celebrated but suspiciously deceased former Inter-Services Intelligence colonel — the novel offers internal, dissenting Pakistani perspectives on Zia’s military regime, peppered with references that range from Rilke to George Michael’s ‘Careless Whisper’, but uncomplicated by any sense of the satirical narrator’s self being split between the sentiments or allegiances of ‘east’ and ‘west’. ​[36]​ For example, when narrating Zia’s introduction following his 1977 military coup of a government that bows increasingly to the General’s interpretations of Islam and the Quran, Hanif makes a point of emphasising that the majority of Zia’s military brass are uneasy at this strange turn of events, giving voice to their thoughts of protest, and yet underlining their powerlessness to object:
“They were all Muslims, and they all knew that the Chief had a religious bent. Some of them even called him ‘the mullah’ when talking on secure telephone lines ... [M]ixing religion with the business of running the country was a concept not comprehensible to them. But ... they didn’t know how to say no to an offer of a recitation ... from their own Chief. They shifted some more ... They breathed the rose-scented air”. ​[37]​
By thus reimagining such an incident, Hanif’s anglophone novel perhaps contributes to the fictional "demystifying"​[38]​of this and subsequent Pakistani governments’ relationship to Islam, separating as it does ideas of ‘God’ and ‘religion’ from a power-crazed General’s strategic and superstitious manipulation of Islamic scriptures for political ends.​[39]​ Yet, for this western reader at least, Hanif’s passage, penned from the author’s adoptive London home with (one suspects) a London audience in mind,​[40]​ exoticises and infantilises Zia and his team, rendering them ridiculous as they murmur "'Allah'...like schoolchildren in the sticky proximity of the perfumed air".​[41]​
Intent on sending up the "crazy time and place" he witnessed from firsthand, Hanif succeeds in this irreverent and primarily secular fiction largely in rehearsing some cartoonish Muslim stereotypes and offering irreverent perspectives on moments in the Islamic Republic’s short but colourful history, while letting off fireworks still offensive to  Pakistan’s religious and political authorities. ​[42]​ However, Hamid’s cipher-like novel works to explode the ‘landmines’ that exist around narrating stories of Pakistani ‘fundamentalists’ in a rather different sense, by deploying what might be termed a range of "strategic exoticism[s]" in order to undermine or defuse them. ​[43]​ 
The Reluctant Fundamentalist’s eloquent and expansive monologue permits the western reader and Changez’s ‘judgemental’ observer to gaze on the various ‘exotic’ faces of a transnational Pakistani Muslim ‘Other’, from the ‘polished, well-dressed’ and brilliant foreign student, his soccer skills inspired by the ‘rituals’ of Sufi mystics, to the enigmatic, scarred and bearded university lecturer whom we suspect has taken a turn for the ‘bad’.​[44]​ It offers a potentially complex portrait of Changez’s transformation, hinting at less sensational experiential realities not usually ‘framed’ or promoted by newspaper headlines.​[45]​ Yet ultimately it precludes the possibility of interpreting this sophisticated Oriental narrator’s ideological shift from angles other than those he permits his listeners to entertain. Many of these simply reflect the American’s touristic gaze, drawing attention to the western listener’s complicity in creating the figure of a fascinating, threatening exotic subject, and giving the ‘native’ Pakistani protagonist cause to counter such images with ones drawn from contrastingly benign ‘local’ tales instead. ​[46]​ This is evident when Changez observes: 
“I see that you have noticed the scar on my forearm ... you are wondering what sort of training camp could have given a fellow ... such as myself cause to engage in these activities! Allow me, then, to reassure you that the source of my injury was rather prosaic. We have in this country a phenomenon ...” ​[47]​  
We are left only with the silent interlocutor’s projected assumptions and Changez’s fictions of himself. His ‘authentic’ reality and the ‘truth’ of his narrative trajectory remain shadowy and elusive, impossible to judge. His creator's responsibility for reinforcing stereotypes, defending Islamist positions, or repeating in his fiction the perspectives of "paranoia and mistrust" symptomatic of a "post-9/11 worldview", is thus effectively evaded. ​[48]​  
Conclusion
In Granta magazine’s recent special issue on Pakistan, the short stories by Hamid and Hanif, respectively — ‘A Beheading’ and ‘Butt and Bhatti’ ​[49]​ — demonstrate a continued desire to engage with what has been dubbed the international ‘horror brand’ of contemporary Pakistani literature.​[50]​ Of these stories, the first anticipates an English-speaking writer’s bloody beheading by faceless religious extremists,​[51]​ and the second describes a romantic thug’s steps to woo his love with a gun— steps which lead to a shoot-out and days of ethnic violence in a city where "people are killed while fixing their satellite dishes" and "prayers replace prescription drugs".​[52]​ Hanif sustains his satirical tone and Hamid the dramatic monologue, simultaneously partial and omniscient in perspective. Yet these stories, their brutal images perhaps all the more potent for their short, concentrated form, do more to indulge nightmarish fantasies about a Pakistan populated by unstable, inept, gun-toting brutes and infiltrated by terrifying Islamic militants, than to continue Hamid’s project of "reintroduc[ing] complexity" into a world which sorely lacks it.​[53]​ This seems ironic, given Hamid and Hanif’s apparently sardonic reflections in ‘How to Write About Pakistan’ about the need to take seriously their responsibility for building the country’s lucrative literary "horror brand".​[54]​ However, the failure of these writers in their most recent short fiction to step beyond the boundaries of the brand should be taken as indicative of the fact that for Pakistani authors writing in English in the second decade of the twenty-first century, the struggle to negotiate local ‘landmines’, personal fears, and the demands of an international market continues.
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